
LA Dodgers Baseball Team Invites LGBT Group
that Mocks Christianity to Appear at Pride
Night

written by GEG | June 2, 2023

In the past, the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence who ridicule Catholicism have staged
religiously offensive stunts, including mock crucifixions of Jesus Christ and using the
cross as a stripper pole. LA Dodgers pitcher Blake Treinin has condemned the invitation
in a written letter, risking his career.

Neocon ‘Vulture Capitalist’ Paul Singer
Reported to be Buying Up Twitter Stock to
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Singer funded the Steele dossier that set off Mueller’s Russia investigation, he
pressured the GOP to accept the LGBT agenda, and he is driving the transfer of America’s
tech companies to Israel.

London College LGBTQ+ Group Calls for
Critics of Transgenderism to be Re-Educated
in Stalin Soviet-Style Gulags for 10 Years
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Gulags were brutal labor camps used by Stalin’s Soviet dictatorship to punish “enemies
of the state”, resulting in the death of more than a million people. Natacha Kennedy, a
transgender lecturer at Goldsmiths, created a list of academics the student group wants
to silence, and she ran a Facebook group calling for accusations of “hate crimes” to be
used to silence them.
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Vermont Democrats Nominate 1st Transgender
Candidate for Governor Who Is Unable to
Define Socialism
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Christine Hallquist, 62, a transgender person and a former CEO of an electric company,
was nominated by the Democrat party as its candidate for Governor. When asked about
supporting socialism, Hallquist replied, “I’m not sure I even know what socialism is. I
just don’t have the background to answer that question,” adding that our democracy is
threatened.

Restaurant Owner Who Booted WH Press
Secretary Sarah Sanders Says Gay Employees
Too Triggered
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The owner of the Red Hen restaurant in Lexington, Virginia says that she refused service
to White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders because some of her gay employees
were triggered over the Trump administration’s transgender military ban. The story went
viral and people began comparing it to Christian conservatives who have been sued for
refusing to bake wedding cakes for gay couples.

Boy Scouts of America Will Require
Availability of Condoms at Jamboree
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Condoms will be available at medical facilities for attendees of the 2019 World Scout
Jamboree in West Virginia to comply with the guidelines handed down by the World
Organization of the Scout Movement. Earlier this month, the Boy Scouts organization
allowed girls to join, and the name was changed to Scouts BSA.
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Cross Teaches that Jesus Was a ‘Drag King’
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Massachusetts: The College of the Holy Cross, a Catholic school run by Jesuits,
appointed Professor Liew as the Chair of New Testament Studies. He teaches students that
Jesus was a “drag king”. Liew says that Jesus had homoerotic tendencies and that his
relationship with God is sexual and masochistic in nature. [Don’t forget that Professor
Liew was chosen to be Chair of the New Testament because the leadership of the college
approves of his message. Therefore, the source of the problem is much deeper than Liew
himself.]

Transgender Ideology Is Funded by $400
Million from Drug, Surgery and Healthcare
Investors
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Research shows that wealthy transgender donors and medical investors who stand to
benefit financially from sex-change treatments, have spent more than $400 million to
promote the claim that men and women should be free to switch their ‘gender’ whenever
they want to do so. The ideology also demands that parents and doctors, reporters,
researchers, and surgeons stay silent in the face of growing evidence that the ideology
and treatments are hazardous to the subjects’ physical health and mental stability. Most
of the donated money goes to normalizing the transgenderism.

LGBT Classes Now Are Mandatory for
Elementary School Children in California
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These courses, which are mandatory, will begin with second-graders and continue
throughout the educational experience. Text-book publishers are scrambling to include as
many historical figures as possible about whom there has been LGBT speculation.
[Continuous and focused speculation on this issue, especially when when presented in
school and associated with historical figures, will encourage children to see LGBT as
the new American role model. This is not an unintended consequence.]

UK: Children Must Take Sex-Ed Classes
That Favorably Teach Gay and Transgender
Issues
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The Department of Education announced that all 5- to 16-year-old students will be
required to take sex-ed classes that are “sensitive” to all sexualities and identities.
Critics say that children are too young to understand adult sexual relationships such as
homosexuality and transgenderism, so the “appropriate” understanding will be taught
based on the social and ethical standards of government employees, including those who
are gay and transgender. Input is invited from parents, but opposing views are not
welcome.

Priest Urges Christians to Pray for 4-Year
Old Prince George to be Gay
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Pastor Kelvin Holdsworth asked Christians to pray for 4-Year Old Prince George, son of
Prince William, to become homosexual when he grows up. He says his reason is to force
the Church of England to support same-sex marriage.

The Church of Sweden Drops the Concept of
a Male God for the Sake of Inclusion and
Diversity
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In a bid to become more inclusive, the Church of Sweden has voted to adopt a new
handbook that discards masculine references to God, such as “He” and “Lord.” The Church
supports same-sex marriages, has accepted a lesbian bishop, and supports removing
crosses from the local Seamen’s Church in order to accommodate Muslims.


